SEPTMBER 11, 2001

WORLD TRADE CENTER CH. 26
RADIO CHANNEL W – POLICE

(NOTE – EXTREMELY POOR AUDIO QUALITY RADIO TRANSMISSIONS -
BUZZING / STATIC / OVERLAPS / BACKGROUND NOISE – TRANSCRIBER’S
BEST EFFORTS)

MALE: Unit ten(?).

MALE: Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead.

MALE: (Glitch) some kind of explosion. (00.:45)

MALE: (Glitch) (Inaudible)

MALE: Contact EMS (Inaudible) immediately on the plaza.

MALE: (Overlap) five, we have (Glitch) injuries. Major injuries, World Trade Center.

MALE: All units respond to the plaza.

MALE: (Inaudible) ten, (Inaudible). (PAUSE)

MALE: (Inaudible) that’s a copy.

(SCREAMS IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, request One World Trade Center on the upper floors.
MALE: (Glitch) World Trade Center.

MALE: (Glitch) World Trade Center ... repeat, we have something ... going into the top of the World Trade Center!

MALE: (Inaudible) the World Trade Center! (Inaudible) something ... (Inaudible)

MALE: I'm over here, what's going on?

MALE: (Inaudible) trade, to post four. The top ten floors of the Trade Center are on fire. Possible aircraft.

(TONE) (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight to T-C. (PAUSE) (02:15)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C. (PAUSE)

(SIRENS, SCREAMING, SHOUTING)

MALE: (Inaudible) explosion!

MALE: Oh ...

MALE: Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: T-C (Inaudible).

(CROWD NOISES, SCREAMING, SIRENS)

MALE: Eight-one, go!

MALE: We'll start doing the Evac, these upper levels. Have the units put on gear, scott air packs (Inaudible) apparatus. (02:56)

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: (Inaudible) unit (Inaudible), please contact (Inaudible) bring scott air packs One World Trade. (PAUSE) (03:21)
(CROWD NOISES, STATIC – WALKING WITH RADIO ON)

MALE: Everyone exit this way!

MALE: (Inaudible) (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: (Inaudible), as near as possible.

MALE: (Inaudible) seven, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead, (Inaudible) one-ooh.

MALE: Yeah, what's the (Inaudible)? Is it Two World Trade or One World Trade, that the plane hit?

MALE: One ... One World Trade, up on the upper ten floors.

MALE: What building did they hit? Two or one? (CROWD NOISES IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Building One. (PAUSE)

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: (Inaudible) one front desk, this is (Inaudible) for a mobilization.

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: That's a negative.

MALE: Front desk, (Inaudible) for a mobilization. (PAUSE)

MALE: (Inaudible) ten-nine, eight nineteen, at the American Coffee, sir, a back injury.

MALE: Oh-one, go ahead, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead.
MALE: (Inaudible) B-1 level, One World Trade Center. It's (Inaudible), we had a
minor explosion or a major explosion, something happened down here.

MALE: Roger, there was an explosion on the upper floors.

MALE: (Inaudible) the Trade Center. (HEAVY STATIC)

MALE: (Inaudible) outside. (PAUSE) (05:50)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, CPD is aware, they're mobilizing at this time.

MALE: Roger, copy. Once you know, we want to have a count on injuries.

MALE: Roger. (Overlap)

MALE: Eight-one (Overlap)

MALE: (Overlap) sixteen, (Inaudible)

MALE: (Inaudible) eight-sixteen.

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: Houston, do you copy that? (PAUSE)

MALE: Two-six Henry, a report people are jumping out the windows.

MALE: What location?

MALE: Roger, the Plaza level. One ... by one!

MALE: Ten-four. Are they going at (Inaudible)? (PAUSE) Unit calling Trade Center
in regards to those people trying to evacuate through windows. (PAUSE) Eight-one,

WTC. (7:24)

MALE: (Inaudible) one?

MALE: Roger, unit ... did you report people trying to jump out the window?
MALE: (Inaudible), that's confirmed, I have (Inaudible) DOA's on the plaza, in front of One World Trade.

MALE: (Inaudible) multiple debris coming down also, one DOA on the plaza.

MALE: A DOA on the plaza?

MALE: That's confirmed.

MALE: Eight-one, copy. (PAUSE) (08:17)

MALE: Eight-one to post four. (PAUSE) Eight-one to post four.

MALE: This is Eight-one.

MALE: (Inaudible) Eight-one, (Inaudible) Trade Center One.

MALE: That's a copy (MUFFLED)

MALE: Eight-one, go with your message again?

MALE: (Inaudible)

(SIRENS)

MALE: In front of Building One on West Street.

MALE: (Inaudible) copy, meet eight-five, Eight-one, on West Street. (PAUSE) You copy?

MALE: Eight-one alpha (Inaudible) ... WTC. (09:30)

MALE: Eight-one (Inaudible) to eight. (10:00)

MALE: (Inaudible) two.

MALE: Go (Inaudible) two.

MALE: (Inaudible) two-two.

MALE: Go ahead.
MALE: Plaza, be advised, do you want to contact PATH? We still have trains coming into the Trade. (PAUSE)

MALE: O-S-2, WTC, be advised that PATH has suspended the train service into the Trade Center.

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: 3-C-1(?), please be advised I'm clearing out, evacuating the whole bottom (Inaudible) with 0-4, and I'll be doing the PATH in both of the concourse areas, copy?

MALE: Roger. Do you have another unit to respond to the B-4 level, and (Inaudible) construction, they have units down there, because the water pipes have broken down in that location.

MALE: That's a copy, T-C.

MALE: Roger. (Inaudible) B-4 level, (Inaudible) construction?

MALE: That's affirmative. Copy that.

MALE: Roger. (PAUSE) (11:45)

MALE: (Inaudible) three, one-three.

MALE: Go ahead, one.

MALE: T-P, T-C ... we've got numerous people jumping from the upper floors.

(PAUSE) (12:26)

MALE: (Inaudible) T-C units to respond up to the 79th floor. We have various people trapped at their locations. Suite 7967.

MALE: (Inaudible) Eight-a-one. (SCREAMS IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Eleven, T-C.
MALE: Go ahead, eleven.

MALE: T-C, (Inaudible) units down at One World Trade, as per PATH sergeant.

MALE: Plaza or West ... West Street.

MALE: West Street.

MALE: PATH, eight-one (Inaudible).

MALE: Go, eight-one.

MALE: As soon as we are able, I want to start the building evacuation, Building One and Building Two, until we find out what caused it.

MALE: Roger. (13:36)

MALE: Eight to, uh, Eight-one.

MALE: This is Eight-one.

MALE: Beginning evacuation of the entire complex, all buildings, copy?

MALE: Roger, eight. Roger, eight. What's your location?

MALE: I'm on Liberty Street, (Inaudible) copy?

MALE: Roger, I copy.

MALE: (Inaudible). (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: Building Five, you want to evacuate Building Five?

MALE: Stand by on five.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Two-three, one-three.
MALE: Go ahead, one.

MALE: (Inaudible) report from PATH in (Inaudible), going down to the B-4 level. And (Inaudible) copy?

MALE: Roger. (Inaudible) to B-4 level, for evacuation.

MALE: That's affirmative.

MALE: (Inaudible) three, Eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead, Eight-one.

MALE: Could you have Post 4 respond here by West Street?

MALE: Post 4, you copy, respond to West Street, meet up with Eight-one.

MALE: Post 4 copy, do that.

MALE: Eight to T-C.

MALE: Go ahead, eight.

MALE: Did you begin (Inaudible) colonel?

MALE: That's affirmative.

MALE: Roger, per the (inaudible), evacuate all buildings in the complex, you copy?

All buildings in the complex.

MALE: Roger, per eight, units evacuate, all units ... all tenants in the building, at the Trade Center. (PAUSE) (16:08)

MALE: P-P, K-9. (PAUSE) K-9 to (Inaudible) ... the 13th Floor, One World Trade. I understand that people are stuck up there, copy? (PAUSE)

MALE: WTC, eight-five, eight-one, (Inaudible)?

MALE: Go ahead, eight-five, eight-one, (Inaudible).
MALE: Roger, what's the point we're accessing at?

MALE: West Street ...


MALE: Go ahead.

MALE: (Glitch) some kind of explosion in Building Two. (17:29)

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Building Four, your location?

MALE: Thirty-fifth floor, Two World Trade Center.

MALE: Building Four, from Eight-one, (Inaudible).

MALE: Eight to (Inaudible), go with your message.

MALE: (Inaudible) four-one-two.

MALE: Negative.

MALE: Just be advised, a second plane hitting ... struck the building.

MALE: Be advised, the building has already been shut down. (18:30)

MALE: Just be advised, another aircraft has struck the building.

MALE: All right, that's a copy.

MALE: This is N-8-5, eight-one, Sea Air. We have visual on that. Uh, not known if it was a second plane. Possibly a missile.

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C. (PAUSE) Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead, eighty-one.
MALE: The city's aware, right, that we need every ambulance here that we could ... they could spare, correct?

MALE: Roger, I notified them again, uh, about five minutes have passed, to mobilize everybody. Be advised, we still have people trapped up on the upper floors. If possible, get some units up there, to evacuate. (20:05)

MALE: Eight-five (Inaudible) report there was a second plane that (Inaudible) over to the Trade Center.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Units on Channel W, this is eight-five, eight-one, Sierra. That's been a reported possible missile launching from the Woolworth Building. CPD, if you are monitoring, get in touch with New York City, have them check the Woolworth Building rooftop. (PAUSE) (20:35)

MALE: Eight-five McNeil, WTC, I got a report from, uh ... eight-five, from the bomb squad, who have a visual on the (Inaudible) twin-engine plane, and (Inaudible) tell the troops.

(SIRENS HEARD IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Trade Center from Eight-one Polan.

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: Eight-one, the NYPD has been notified to check the Woolworth Building.


MALE: Go ahead, Eight-one.
MALE: As per P-D-1, have all the facilities start calling people in that are RDO or off
or ACI, and have them respond to this location.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: (Inaudible) CPD make their certification.

MALE: Be advised, I'm on with John with CPD right now.

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, also have all the units report to the heliport, we are turning out
from there.

MALE: Eight to Eighty-one.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: What's your location?

MALE: I'm by the Fire Command Desk, Building One.

MALE: Eight-five, McNeil, be advised we have possibly (Inaudible) the plane at Vesey
and Church. (SIRENS)

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: T-P, Eight-one.

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: Disregard.

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: Be advised, we have 105 people ... 75 to 100 people, uh, trapped up on the
Windows of the World, on the 106th floor, uh, getting numerous calls on that. They're
starting to panic. (23:34)
MALE: Roger, we copy.

MALE: T-C, World Trade.

MALE: Go ahead, one.

MALE: Roger, be advised, myself and (Inaudible) B-4 level, and then we are going to go upstairs. Where do you need us ... uh, where do you need us at this time?

MALE: Start (Inaudible) a couple of units over to Two World Trade also, we got upper ... on the 90th floor, we got people stuck up there also. Plus the OCC on the 22nd Floor, One World Trade Center, I've got a couple of people that are (Inaudible) trapped up there.

There is debris in front of the door. (24:09)

MALE: We need water ... burning jet fuel on five-one. Jet fuel on five-one, eight-eight.

(PAUSE)

MALE: (Inaudible), that was 51st floor, smell of jet fuel?


MALE: Roger. Ladder 10, you copy that, FDNY, on the 51st floor, burning jet fuel.

MALE: T-C, World Trade. (24:40)

MALE: T-C-1, go with your message.

MALE: Roger, T-C World Trade, be advised, (Inaudible) from ABM he got (Inaudible) assistance from ... he got (Inaudible) assistance from the B-4 level.

(YELLING IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Stand by, stand by.

MALE: T-C, World Trade.

MALE: Go ahead, one.
MALE: Roger, be advised, (Inaudible), I got a ABM worker, myself and another two people (Inaudible) A-2 David, we're going to go down to the B-4 level. The ABM guy says that he's got (Inaudible) from some guys down there, they're trapped downstairs.

We are going to check and advise, copy?

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Be advised, (Inaudible) sector fifteen car.

MALE: T-C, eight-one. (CROWD NOISE IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: (Inaudible) confirmation on, uh, missile launchers shooting this building. (CROWD NOISE IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: No confirmation. According to NYPD, I got a (Glitch) (Inaudible) affirmed Woolworth Building. Be advised, we need you to respond to Windows on the World, conditions have deteriorated at that location, with 100 people trapped up on the 105th floor.

MALE: Roger, I copy.

MALE: Eight-one, post four. (CROWD NOISE IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Where's the triage, do we have triage set up in the lobby?

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: Go for eight-one.

MALE: Roger, they want a Port Authority representative at the Fire Command, ASAP.

MALE: (Inaudible).

MALE: Eight to T-C. (PAUSE) Eight to T-C.
MALE: Go ahead.

MALE: Be advised, I'm responding to Fire Command, copy?

MALE: Roger. (PAUSE) Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: T-C, Eight-one.

MALE: Can we get someone up to the 105th floor at Windows on the World, we've got 75 to 100 people, made numerous phone calls. They're losing oxygen up at that location.

MALE: T-C, eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead.

MALE: All right, just to let you know a confirmation at this time, we have no elevators working. (28:23)

MALE: No elevators are functioning at this time?

MALE: That's affirmative.

MALE: Nine-oh-one, go ahead, two-one-oh.

MALE: We need an ambulance (Inaudible).

MALE: Nine-oh-one to Ladder (Inaudible) oh-three.

MALE: (Glitch) four ...

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: All right, (Inaudible) unit here, can somebody come up with ... where we need (Inaudible)?

(ALARM AND CROWD NOISES IN BACKGROUND)
MALE: Do you copy?

MALE: Copy one.

(ALARM AND CROWD NOISES. SOUNDS LIKE OFFICER IS WALKING AROUND WITH RADIO ON.)

MALE: Radio six.

MALE: (Glitch) unit.

MALE: (Inaudible) (30:55)

(AUDIBLE VOICES RETURN) (31:43)

MALE: Eight-one from WTC.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: Roger, if possible, can you go with the status of the EVAC? I've got four calls, losing oxygen, on the 106th Floor, One World Trade.

MALE: Roger, we got people going up there now.

MALE: Roger, eight-one.

(33:14)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C. T-C, eight-one. (ALARM HEARD IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: Have the entire roll call, meet me right here in front of the building, at One World Trade Center, I want all units (inaudible), evacuation.

MALE: Eight-one, that's West Street ... in front of building one, West Street?

MALE: That's affirmative.
MALE: Roger, WTC all units on the complex, respond out to One World Trade Center, eight-five, eight-one, DeVona, for instructions and evacuation.

MALE: Roger, T-C one, copy. And also eight-two, (Inaudible) and eight-two David, be advised, we (Inaudible) B-4 level, there is a negative condition down there. No ... no one down there. Also be advised there are four additional PATH officers downstairs, copy?

MALE: Roger. (34:24)

MALE: T-C for PATH eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead, T-C.

MALE: Ask eight-one DeVona if he needs any PATH personnel in front of One World Trade.

MALE: Eight-one, you copy on that? Do you need additional PATH units to respond to One World Trade Center?

MALE: Eight-one, copy.

MALE: Do you want them to respond?

MALE: That's affirmed.

MALE: Eight-one PATH, that's affirmed, have them respond to One World Trade, West Street.

MALE: That's a copy.

MALE: (Inaudible) accountability?

MALE: Eight-hundred to eight-one, DeVona.

MALE: Eight-one, go ahead, eight hundred.
MALE: What's your location that you're forming up?

MALE: I'm downstairs by the fire desk, building one.

MALE: Roger, myself and (Inaudible) will be responding.

MALE: Roger, copy.

MALE: P-D to post two.

MALE: Post 2, go, P-D.

MALE: (Inaudible) there.

MALE: I have A-2 units(?), and myself and Hoolie.

MALE: What was the third one?

MALE: (Inaudible) to O-S-2, I copy, yourself, A-2 unit, and who was the third party?


MALE: (Inaudible) O-S-2, (Inaudible) three-nine to desk, (Inaudible).

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible).

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: A2 Aiellio.

MALE: Go, TC, go.

MALE: (Inaudible) as soon as possible. (STATIC)

MALE: (Inaudible) (36:19) Debris coming down (Inaudible).

MALE: C-C, A-2, Aiellio.

MALE: Go C-C, copy, go.

MALE: (Inaudible) accountability check.

MALE: Roger. Roger, okay.
MALE: Any units with you?

MALE: Negative at this time.

MALE: C-C to Post eleven, A-2-6, Patrick accountability check.

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible).

MALE: Any units with you?

MALE: (Inaudible) back it up.  (37:06)

MALE: C-C to A-2, Finnegan.  C-C to A-2, Finnegan. (PAUSE) (37:33) C-C, to A-2, Finnegan. (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, Post Two, that location.

MALE: Lookin’ for A-2, Finnegan.

MALE: Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

(SCREAMS AND BACKGROUND NOISES IN BACKGROUND) (38:07),

MALE: I have a confirmation that a plane just caused this explosion. (PAUSE)

MALE: That’s a roger, eight-one, be advised, Kenny has been notified. (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, Post two.

MALE: Go Post two.

MALE: What’s your location for that rendezvous?

MALE: What’s (Inaudible) again?

MALE: What’s the location for the meeting point?

MALE: (Inaudible).
FEMALE: (Inaudible) from S-2. S-2 just advised me that another body came down. And that people are on the street, there's a lot of debris. If there's a way to get the people off of the streets and out of the courtyard.

MALE: Roger, what's your exact location, (Inaudible)?

FEMALE: The middle courtyard, between five and one in front of (Inaudible). And I believe it's on ... on the side of One to my left. I'm standing in the building, people coming down from 64.

MALE: Roger, we copy that.

MALE: Three-three, one-three.

MALE: Go ahead, one.

(SCREAMS AND CROWD NOISES IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible).

(CROWD NOISES AND SCREAMS AND YELLING IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Post one, go with your message.

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible).

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: Post ... post one, go with your message, Jay. You're coming in broken up. Plus there's an open mike (Inaudible).

(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: (Inaudible) (Inaudible).

(CROWD NOISES) (39:58)

MALE: Post one, now, go with your transmission more slowly.
(CROWD NOISES)

MALE: (Inaudible) World Trade.

(VOICES OBLITERATED BY CROWD NOISES – SOUNDS LIKE OFFICER IS WALKING WITH RADIO ON)

MALE: C-C, Eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead eighty-one.

MALE: Yeah, have the person respond to the Fire Command to meet me.

MALE: Roger. All units respond to the Fire Command desk. Meet up with eighty-one DeVona.

MALE: Fire Command, Building One.

MALE: And building ... Fire Command Desk, Building One lobby, One World Trade Center, West Street side.

MALE: Roger.

(INAUDIBLE SECTION - AUDIO BROKEN UP/STATIC) (41:06)

MALE: Be advised, (Inaudible) three-six, (Inaudible) areas, advise! (PAUSE) (42:07)

MALE: (Inaudible) copy, pick up (Inaudible) copy (Inaudible). (HEAVY STATIC)

MALE: T-C two to T-C, desk.

MALE: Go ahead, two.

MALE: Be advised, if EMS is available, I have an engine person that has some minor burns and injuries, due to a falling elevator.

MALE: (Inaudible), what's the location on that, uh, A-20.

MALE: (Inaudible)
MALE:  (Inaudible) EMS.

(INAUDIBLE SECTION - HEAVY STATIC) (42:42)

MALE:  (Inaudible) control (Inaudible).

MALE:  (Inaudible) (42:54)

MALE:  (Inaudible) T-C unit ... do you have a triage area?

MALE:  Stand by, let me ... let me find out that location.

MALE:  Roger, just advise when you find out where there will be a triage.

MALE:  (Inaudible) over by Stairway C in Building One. (ALARM IN

BACKGROUND)

MALE:  Stairway six, Building One.

MALE:  (Inaudible), T-C. (PAUSE)

FEMALE:  We've got a lot of people coming down from 64. (PAUSE) (44:30)

MALE:  Eight-one, WTC.

MALE:  Eight-one.

MALE:  Be advised, EMS is setting up a triage in the lobby of Building Two.

MALE:  Roger, I copy.

MALE:  Somebody help me, we need to set up a triage!

MALE:  Be advised, the triage is being set up in Building number two. (45:00)

MALE:  Eight-one, WTC.

MALE:  Eight-one.

MALE:  Be advised we are receiving reports of, uh, people trapped in Two World Trade
Center, 87th and 89th floor.
MALE: Roger. I copy that. (PAUSE) (45:45)

(SOUNDS SUCH AS ATTEMPTED TRANSMISSIONS)

MALE: Eight-one, WTC. (48:32)

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: I want all responding units that come to this desk from the various commands to report to One World Trade Center, Fire Command Desk. (PAUSE) (48:48)

(CROWD NOISES AND SCREAMS IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Have them stand by the Command Post off of Barclay.

MALE: Barclay and West Broadway?

MALE: Two-three, one, desk.

MALE: Go ahead, one.

MALE: I've just been advised (Inaudible) the Mayor's office, he's been advised that there's another plane headed to this area, copy? (49:30)

FEMALE: T-C, (Inaudible), I'm at Stairwell C, I have another (Inaudible), I've got a lot of people coming out this way.

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible), what's the stairway number you have?

FEMALE: I'm at Stairway C, One World Trade Center.

MALE: T-C-1 to any (Inaudible) unit?

MALE: Roger, I understand that, the Mayor's office says another plane in the area.

MALE: Roger, that's affirmed. Be advised, I was advised from the Mayor's office, Emergency Services, affirmed?

MALE: Roger, eight-one, you copy on that last ... those two? (50:19)
FEMALE: T-C, be advised, I've got (Inaudible), he's up on the (Inaudible) now.

MALE: Roger, T-C (Inaudible).

FEMALE: Please confirm (Inaudible)

MALE: Roger. (50:50)

MALE: T-C-4, World Trade desk.

MALE: Go ahead.

MALE: Any word from T-C-1 desk?

MALE: That's a negative.

MALE: Roger, uh, try to find out what the (Inaudible) what his cell phone number or beeper number is. The last I saw, they were together. T-C-50, one, two, and (Inaudible).

MALE: (Inaudible) eight-three-nine, to desk, I have a lot of background here. I didn't get the whole transmission.

MALE: All right, stand by.

MALE: All World Trade Center units in the Command Post! All World Trade Center units, evacuate everybody over the land bridge on West Street to the Financial Center. Do not, repeat, do not send people out into the concourse or in the side streets. The land bridge to the Financial Center! (51:59)

MALE: (VERY FAINT) T-C-3 (Inaudible).

FEMALE: (Inaudible) be advised we've got (Inaudible).

MALE: Roger.

MALE: (Inaudible) three.

MALE: Please be advised all (Inaudible).
MALE: Eight-one to eight.

MALE: Go

MALE: Eight, go to eighty-one.

MALE: Building Two, how do things look there?

MALE: Be advised, uh, Building Two is (Inaudible). All of our elevators are shut down at this time. Copy?

MALE: Roger, copy. (Inaudible) now, we've got an evacuation also.

MALE: Eight-one WTC, can you, uh, eight-three-nine ASAP?

MALE: Roger. (53:03)

MALE: T-C, eight-one, Polan.

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: We got individuals jumping from the tower at this time. (53:28)

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Eight-one, be advised, they need EMS (Glitch)

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: One WTC. (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, I can't get through on the phone.

MALE: Be advised that there is a report of a woman in the elevator shafts, Two World Trade Center, but she's out and in the lobby of number two. And there is (Inaudible) EMS is at that location.

MALE: Roger, I copy.

MALE: Eight-hundred, World Trade.
MALE: Go ahead, eight-hundred.

MALE: Be advised, all OEM is relocating out of the lobby of Building Number One over to the World Financial Center. They're relocating the fire desk.

MALE: Eight-five, (Inaudible) desk, we have the stage on fire at the main plaza. The stage is on fire on the ground level, at the main plaza. (54:50)

MALE: (Glitch) (PAUSE)

MALE: Sixty, World Trade.

MALE: (Overlap) Triage is located.

MALE: Go, P-P(?).

MALE: Triage ... where is that triage unit ... triage unit located at again please?

MALE: I was told Building Number Two. Let me just reaffirm that.

MALE: Eight-zero, PATH to the Command Post. (PAUSE) Eight-zero, PATH to WTC.

MALE: Go.

MALE: Roger, could you (Inaudible) people, and have them redirect the Command Post to the Financial Center, directly across from Building One.

MALE: Copy.

MALE: WTC, be advised, the triage center, according to EMS, is set up in Building Two.

MALE: Roger, copy that.

MALE: (Inaudible) four, Captain Whittiker. Be advised, the triage center is at Victoria's Secret, copy? Victoria's Secret, Building Four.
MALE: Eight-one, copy that.

MALE: T-C, eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: Could you give me one unit to stand by that triage center?

MALE: Yes.

MALE: T-C, eight-one, disregard. I'm sending a unit over there for PATH now.

(NOISES SUCH AS ATTEMPTED TRANSMISSIONS) (57:35)

MALE: (Inaudible) T-C Houston, T-C Houston.

OFFICER HOUSTON: Go ahead.

MALE: (Inaudible) again.

MALE: Copy.

MALE: WTC, seven-eight, (Inaudible) (Glitch)

MALE: Where do you want us to, uh, rendezvous?

MALE: Eight-one, come up on the air for SIB. Where would you like to have them rendezvous you at? (PAUSE)

MALE: Two-C, to SIB. They're gathering in the lobby of Building One, if you copy that. T-C, to eight-one. (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C?

MALE: SIB wants to know where can they rendezvous to be utilized.

MALE: Have them go to the Command Post, right by the Financial Center.

MALE: T-C, (Inaudible), you copy that?

MALE: Roger, copy.
MALE: Eight-one to eight-two, David.

MALE: (Inaudible) evacuated from, uh, the Base Five, concourse.

MALE: Roger, have all those units been issued breathing apparatus?

MALE: We were able to get Four World Trade Center. Five World Trade Center, we didn't get to yet. (59:03)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, be advised, eight-one, Bargoff is on his way to Victoria's Secret. We have eight-one, Duane, in the area.

MALE: Roger, I copy.

MALE: Eight-one Duane to the T-C units, (Inaudible) at Victoria's Secret.

MALE: Eight-one, by Bath & Body Works?

MALE: See if they have a triage in that location.

MALE: P-D-4 to WTC.

MALE: Go ahead, P-D-4.

MALE: (Inaudible) meet me over on that cross walk over to the Financial Center.

MALE: Roger. (Inaudible) eight ... (Inaudible) again WTC?

MALE: Eight, copy.

MALE: Copy. Meet ... rendezvous with P-D-4, on the bridge.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: World Financial, uh, Center on the phone. Where are you going to be setting up that (Inaudible) operation post?
MALE: Right across on West Street.

MALE: Eight-zero, eight-zero Stafford’s on his way over there now.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: T-C to eight-one.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: I’ve got units to report (Inaudible) duty, where would you like to have them staged at?

MALE: (Inaudible) please.

MALE: Units coming on, uh, have them report to the Command Center.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Eight-one, T-C from eight-one (Overlap)

MALE: Eight-one, go ahead.

MALE: Al, I've got a six-unit (Inaudible). (Inaudible).

we are going to start heading up to the sixties, in Tower One.

MALE: Understood, thank you. (PAUSE) (1:01:12)

(INAUDIBLE SECTION / HEAVY STATIC)

FEMALE: This is (Inaudible), are you aware that we have a fire by the stairs out in the courtyard? (PAUSE) (1:01:38)

MALE: Eight-one, T-C?

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: Eight-one, be advised, there's CPD, the Command Post is on Vesey and West, they can't get over to the Financial Center, copy?
MALE: I copy. Why can't they get over there?

(CROWD NOISE AND SCREAMING IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Roger, sir. That's unconfirmed. (PAUSE)

MALE: (Inaudible), WTC, where's the Command Post?

MALE: Be advised, it's Vesey and West, they can't move over to the Financial, uh, Center, uh, due to the unknown conditions and debris out there.

MALE: Roger. (1:02:27)

MALE: 2-D-4, Inspector Norris.

MALE: Eight-one (Inaudible) Eight-one from WTC.

MALE: Eight-one.

MALE: Roger, (Inaudible) CPD, that's just the heavy traffic conditions, it's like a parking lot on Vesey and West.

MALE: Roger, I copy.

(CROWD NOISES AND SCREAMS IN BACKGROUND)

(TONE) (1:03:05)

MALE: Go ahead, eight.

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: He's at the cross bridge, going over to the Financial Center. P-D-4, can you come up on the air?

MALE: P-D-4, Bill.

MALE: You're okay, see you on the cross bridge, come over to the Financial Center?

MALE: Negative. I'm going to ... stand by a minute. (1:0330)
MALE: Roger. Stand by, eight.

MALE: I'm going over to West Street.

MALE: Eight, copy. I'll rendezvous with P-D-4 at West and Vesey.

MALE: Roger. (1:03:48)

MALE: World Trade Center, uh, eight hundred.

MALE: Go ahead, eight hundred.

MALE: What's the location of our Command Center?

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: Vesey and West.

MALE: Copy.

MALE: T-C, eight-one.

MALE: Go ahead, eight-one.

MALE: Just ignore, we have it, never mind.

MALE: Roger.

MALE: Eight-one, T-C, eight-one, PATH, be advised, we are redirected to Tower Two.

MALE: You're going to Tower Two?

MALE: As directed, Al. We are being redirected to Two. (1:04:55)

MALE: Okay, go to the top and work your way down.

MALE: Understood. I've got your radio and a PATH radio.

MALE: Roger, copy. (PAUSE) (1:05:03)

MALE: Eight-zero to World Trade.

MALE: Eight-zero, go.
MALE: Roger, uh, Chief Romito, should be in the process of making a canvas of Building One. Make a confirmation through CPD. Make notification that we will be sending a second unit into Building Two. (1:05:29)

MALE: Structural(?) for eight-zero (Inaudible), we have Chief Romito (Inaudible) leave a message for him?

MALE: (Inaudible)

MALE: Eight-one to eight-two, David?

MALE: Eight one.

MALE: (Overlap) Eight-one, T-C.

MALE: (Overlap) come in (Glitch).

MALE: Eight-zero, staff at eight-zero too, we have Chief Romito, do you need to give him a message?

MALE: That's a negative. I just wanted to confirm that he's in Building One, and that we will have units responding to Building Two.

MALE: Affirmative. We're in, uh, Building One at this time on the, uh, 18th floor.

MALE: Roger, copy. And, uh, the second unit will be entering Building Two.

(1:06:29)

MALE: (Inaudible), WTC. (PAUSE) (1:06:38) Eight-zero, WTC. (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one to eight-zero. (SCREAMING HEARD IN BACKGROUND)

MALE: Eight-five (Inaudible) Trade Center, where is the, uh, Command Post for Port Authority?

MALE: At Church and ... uh, Vesey and West Street.
MALE: The Verizon Building.

MALE: (Inaudible), Verizon Building, Church and Vesey.

MALE: Ten-four, thank you.

MALE: Roger. (PAUSE) (1:07:46)

(ATTEMPTED TRANSMISSIONS, STATIC)

MALE: Eight-one, WTC.

MALE: (Inaudible) go, eight-one.

MALE: Be advised (Inaudible), as far as the evacuation goes, have they commenced yet? Because we have some calls from different floors, various people are, uh, various people are trapped at that location.

MALE: Roger, I understand. Broadway, (Inaudible) is on the air. He's with the units getting the breathing apparatus. And they are going to commence the, uh, evacuation.

MALE: Roger. Be advised that we have been informed (Inaudible) and (Inaudible) scott packs down in his office. By (Inaudible).

MALE: Roger, I copy that. Ray, get the basic(?) on the air and have them bring those scott air packs up here.

MALE: Eight-one from post nine. (PAUSE) Eight-one Davona, post nine.

MALE: (Inaudible) go for post nine.

MALE: This is post nine, I'm trying to get ahold of eight-two Davona, where does he want that extra equipment? (PAUSE)

MALE: Eight-one, Davona, post nine.

MALE: Eight-one.
MALE:  Al, where do you want that equipment?  (1:10:35)

(INAUDIBLE SECTION)

MALE:  Please be advised, eight-one, that, uh, (Inaudible) in five and (Inaudible) in
four have (Inaudible) scott packs.

MALE:  (Inaudible) advise (Inaudible) scott packs.

MALE:  Eight-one copy.

MALE:  T-C to eight-one.

MALE:  Eight-one.

(END OF WTC CH. 26)